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First published November 6, 2022           Just my opinion, as usual, based on internet research anyone could do

As is often the case, there is a funny story about how I got into this.  I was decompressing late Sunday
night by watching Tattletales on Youtube.  Yeah, the old 70s version with Bert Convy.  My last serious
girlfriend got me into it years ago, and I go back to it occasionally when I need a dash of nostalgia and
a drink from a better age.  My favorite episodes are ones with Elaine Joyce.  Yeah, I know.  You will
say it doesn't fit, like my love of cat videos or Friends reruns.   It does fit, but I don't have to prove
myself to anyone.  I just report the facts.

Anyway, in this episode Robert Blake appeared with his former wife Sondra Kerr.  [Remember, Kerr is
a big peerage name.]  I was surprised it was even allowed to be up at Youtube, given the current
climate of censorship and hiding of the past.  You would think the Youtube censors would have refused
to “promote a wife murderer”.  But there it was.   Finding that strange, I went to his Wikipedia page,
and as usual it was full of red flags pointing all in the same direction: the Men are Pigs Project.  So I
will share them with you.

First clue to lead you in: Quentin Tarantino dedicated Once Upon a Time in Hollywood to Robert
Blake.  Why would he dedicate it to an alleged wife murderer?  We are told it is because Pitt's character
also allegedly killed his wife.  But that's no reason.  There are thousands of famous wife murderers he
could have dedicated this to, so why Blake, specifically?  I suggest it is because Once Upon a Time in
Hollywood is outrageously fake, and so was Blake's event.  Plus, Blake and Tarantino are probably
cousins, both being Italian Jews.  And like alleged victim Bakley, Tarantino is from Tennessee.  

Second clue: the wife Blake allegedly killed was named Bonny Lee Bakley.  But Bakley is just an
anagram of Blake.  They just mixed the letters up and added a “y”.  Blake's real name is Michael
Gubitosi, and we are told he just made up the name Blake as a stage name.  But what if he took the
name from his family, as is usually the case?  I suggest he was a Bakley, changing it to Blake to make
it simpler for the screen.  Which means Bonny was his cousin.  We will see how that guess fits as we
go. 

Third clue: this happened in the early summer of 2001, just a few months before 911.  The arrest took
place in 2002, so the event could be used to get your eyes off 911 at opportune times, when the story
was falling apart.   



Fourth clue: Blake was washed up long before 2001, having only three credits after 1985.  His last part
was a bit part in Lost Highway in 1997.  So he had no career to destroy and was apparently up for
anything.  He saw himself as a tough guy and was embarrassed to be known as the kid from Little
Rascals 40 years later, as well as the character Little Beaver.  With that and being very short, you can
see why he would have a huge chip on his shoulder.  He probably thought this project would kill that
forever.  And of course they guaranteed he would walk. . . same as OJ.  He would win the fake criminal
trial and lose the fake civil trial, but would never actually have to pay anything, of course.  It was all
strictly CIA.  

Strangely, we find there are no pictures of Blake and Bakley together.  That pic under title is an
obvious fake and paste, since they are both years younger.  At the time of their relationship, she was 44
and he was 68.  They had only been married five months and weren't even living together in the same
house—and never had.  She was allegedly living in some sort of cabana on his property, though we
have no proof of that.  Furthermore, she had been married nine times before Blake, by age 44.  She was
not attractive at that age, so there was no reason for someone like Blake to be sleeping with her, much
less marrying her.  

They admit she was a serial criminal and con artist.  Despite that, she had owned several houses in
Memphis and Los Angeles (at the same time), so she was fairly rich.  She has fifteen locations in her
Instantcheckmate profile in six states, including New Jersey.   She has three other last names, which we
suppose are husband's names, but Blake is not one of them.  The big computer does not link her to
Blake at all, and he does not appear in her relatives list, where she links only to Gara, Gawron, Lewis,
Perez, and Ray.  So the computer could find no marriage license for her and Blake.  Blake also does not
link to her.  Blake also does not link to his own daughter with her, Rose.  The computer does not know
they are related.  She is now Rose Hurwitz, but the computer doesn't know she is or was a Blake and
doesn't link her to any Blakes, only Hurwitzes.  Also does not link her to any Bakleys.  

And who are the Hurwitzes?  It is a variation of Horowitz, of course, more wealthy Jewish bankers.
All these people are Jewish, including Blake.  You don't waltz into Hollywood at age six unless you are
Jewish.  Blake's older daughter Delinah Hurwitz took Rose after the alleged murder, which is also
strange.  Bakley had tons of relatives, including older siblings of Rose, so why did Rose go to the
Hurwitzes?  You would expect this baby Blake didn't even want (he had demanded a paternity test) to
go to its mother's family.  Instead Blake's daughter rushes in to take the infant?  I would say this child
Rose was never Bakley's child at all, and was probably borrowed from Blake's family for the event.
Looks like his granddaughter.  The infant never had to leave the Hurwitz home, of course: they just



used her name and pictures.  We are told they now keep Rose away from Blake, but we have no
evidence of that.  My guess is he visits her whenever he feels like it, like any other grandpa.    

OK, we just saw that Bonny Lee Bakley is from New Jersey.  Specifically, Washington, NJ.

Who else is from New Jersey?  That would be Robert Blake, who was born in Nutley, NJ.  But Blake
also has Washington, NJ, on his list:

Well, what do you know?  Now is the time to do your little dance.

I will be told he is the wrong age there.  He should be 89, not 83.  But that is definitely him
nonetheless, note the listing for Studio City.   That listing also indicates Blake has another family we
don't know about.  

Next clue: According to Wiki:

Blake agreed to marry Bakley under the condition that she sign a temporary custody agreement.
Under the agreement, Bakley agreed to monitored visits with Rose and to get written permission for
her friends and family to visit Blake's property. The agreement also stipulated that if either spouse
decided to end the marriage, the other spouse would retain custody of Rose.

That makes no sense.  No judge would sign off on that and it wouldn't be enforceable.  

The junior prosecutor who handled the case, Shellie Samuels, was interviewed by CBS
reporter Peter Van Sant for the CBS program 48 Hours Investigates. During the interview, broadcast
in November 2003, she admitted that the prosecutors had no forensic evidence implicating Blake in
the murder and that they could not tie him to the murder weapon.[29]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Van_Sant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Blake_(actor)#cite_note-part8-29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/48_Hours_Investigates


That also makes no sense, since we are about a year before the trial opened, in December 2004.  It is
strictly against protocol for prosecutors to be showing their hand in the media before a trial, for obvious
reasons.  Plus, if prosecution had no case against him, how could they keep him in jail for a year before
that, from April 2002 to March 2003.  They didn't grant him bail until then.  A judge has to put him in
jail, and that would be based on EVIDENCE.  If the police had no forensic evidence and could not tie
him to the murder weapon, no judge would have grounds for putting him in jail.  If we believe this
stupid story, Blake would have had grounds for suing for unlawful arrest and detention, especially after
prosecution admitted it on TV with cameras rolling.  So why didn't he?  Because it was all theater and
he was part of it.  He was never in jail for a minute. 

More proof is that, as we have seen many times before, Blake was being prosecuted by the Los Angeles
Deputy District Attorney.  Why was a junior prosecutor like Samuels prosecuting this high profile
case?  All the DA's had more important cases than this murder trial making national headlines?  Well,
we have seen this in LA many times, most memorably with the OJ trial, where Marcia Clark was a
Deputy DA inserted by the CIA out of actors equity.   I have recently proposed (in my papers on Alex
Jones' fake trials) that all major cities have dummy district courts where the CIA can run their fake
trials, and LA provides us with the earliest and easiest evidence of this.  These things are filmed right
out of Television City or somewhere, so Blake living in Studio City is yet another clue.  He could walk
to work during the trials.  

The motive in trial was that Blake was trying to get out of a loveless marriage.  What?  After five
months of her living in the outhouse, tied down by a “temporary custody and visitation agreement”?  If
anyone should have been trying to get out of it, it would be her.  Someone should have floated the idea
she faked her death to get out of it.  They didn't, of course, because that was too close to the truth: these
cousins both agreed to fake her death, both for money and to help the CIA sell its Men-are-Pigs project.

Here's another obvious clue: prosecution was dealt a major blow on Halloween, 2003, when the judge
dismissed all conspiracy charges against Blake and Caldwell.  

And another big clue, linking us back to clue number one and Tarantino: two stuntmen testified against
Blake, one of them being Gary McLarty.  McLarty testified Blake had asked him to kill his wife.  We
now know this isn't true, because the trial itself was fake and McLarty was just another actor in it.  But
once we click on McLarty and read his strange history, we realize he is where Tarantino got the idea
for Pitt's character in Once Upon a Time in Hollywood.  McLarty was involved in multiple strange
events, the fake Blake murder not even being the strangest.  He was in the helicopter that crashed
during the filming of the Twilight Zone, killing Vic Morrow and two children on the ground.  Was that
also faked, to give Morrow some sort of escape?  It is now a question to ask, in my opinion, given that
we find it here bookended by other fakes.  McLarty also killed his housemate in 1991, avoiding
prosecution because it was found to be self-defense.  But again the story makes no sense, and looks like
cover for something else.  McLarty had allegedly allowed a couple of recent criminals released from
jail to live with him “in a friend's house”, and both ended up dying on the same day.  One was killed by
police and the other by McLarty, in separate locations.  There is no way that was a coincidence, so
either the two guys were set up or again they faked both deaths.  Since McLarty looks like a CIA asset,
best guess it was all faked, for reasons unknown.  Regardless, McLarty's involvement here is just
another red flag in a project littered with them. 

Blake's attorney Gerald Schwartzbach had already made a career out of Men-are-Pigs:  

In one of the first uses of the Battered Women's Syndrome Defense, Schwartzbach defended

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battered_woman_defence
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1991-01-06-me-10945-story.html
http://mileswmathis.com/oj.pdf


Delores Churchill against an attempted murder charge for shooting her police officer husband in a
San Francisco Superior Court trial. Churchill was acquitted.[10]  [11]

Churchill, eh?  

Then we get more fake photos:

That photo appears above the title Robert Blake's Relationship with Daughter Years after He
Was Sued for Her 'Grifter' Mom's Murder.

But wait, that isn't the daughter with her Mom.  This is, allegedly:

No match.  Do you think this lady

https://news.amomama.com/291613-robert-blakes-relationship-daughter-year.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M._Gerald_Schwartzbach#cite_note-7Oakland-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M._Gerald_Schwartzbach#cite_note-6SFChron-10


had a 26” waist?  No, that might be Delinah Hurwitz above, but it ain't Bakley.  I also note that Rose
Hurwitz now looks nothing like Bonny Bakley, but very much like Delinah Hurwitz:

You will say, “Of course they look alike, they are half-sisters according to the mainstream story.”
Which is true.  I just find it strange that Bakley, who should still be alive, doesn't seem to fit into the
“after” picture.  But she could have been living next door to the Hurwitzes all along and we wouldn't
know the difference.  

OK, back to Blake. Blake has the most scrubbed page I have ever seen at Ethnicelebs.  They often post
bits no one else does, but here they have nothing beyond the parents.  

Tim Dowling at Geneanet gives a bit more.  First of all, we find Blake has another middle name:
Vijencio.  The problem: that isn't Italian.  It's Spanish.  Which reminds us that the Gubitosis are
wellknown Neopolitan Jews with strong links to Spain.  Dowling also tells us Bonny Bakley was born
in Morristown, NJ, confirming that link.  She didn't just live there, she was born there.  Just so you
know, Morristown and Nutley are just a few miles apart.  

https://ethnicelebs.com/robert-blake


Here's something else I learned.  Blake's previous wife Sondra Blake Kerr is also spooky, since she
testified in court that Blake had previously taken out a contract on her.  Which now looks like more
theater.  Well, she was a minor actress, and several places online say her most famous part was in
1976's Helter Skelter, playing Susan Atkins' cell mate Veronica Howard.  [Of course we now know that
whole thing was the biggest theater project of all time.]  If you remember, that two-part miniseries was
very heavily promoted, and became the most-watched TV movie ever up to that point with a 37.5
rating, not beaten until The Day After in 1983.  God, no wonder we are all so screwed up.  This project
was so important to them, they allowed nudity on CBS in 1976 to help sell it.  That was the first time
that was allowed, even before Roots in 1977.  

Blake also made a career out of selling Men-are-Pigs, see his role as Perry Smith in the fake “In Cold
Blood” murders.  Smith came out of the military and was prisoner 14747.  Blake also played Billy the
Kid, who I have shown was another fake.  He played Jimmy Hoffa, ditto.  He played John List, ditto.
So, Blake, like all other actors, was used to selling fake murders as real.  This is what they do.  The
only difference is, in this event Blake would be the fake murderer himself.  A small switch to throw.

I discovered something else I didn't know while writing this.  When Truman Capote was researching
the murders in Kansas, he was accompanied by Harper Lee, famous one-hit author of To Kill a
Mockingbird.  I have always intuited she was a writing committee front, and this tends to confirm that,
since it gives us evidence she was a spook.  She allegedly helped interview witnesses and local
investigators, as well as taking thousands of pages of notes over several years.  Since the whole thing
looks like another fake, it takes her down with it.  We will hit that in more detail later.  

And we have yet another link and circle to close, since the book In Cold Blood was the second-best-
selling “true crime” book of all time, after. . . Helter Skelter.   Except that both were fiction posing as
non-fiction—just like all other books in that genre, including the Zodiac books, Bundy books,
Unabomber books, and all the other best sellers.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_List_(murderer)
http://mileswmathis.com/billy.pdf
http://mileswmathis.com/tate.pdf

